Reading Assignment

Over the course of the summer, students should read and annotate *The Nightingale* by Kristin Hannah, and read and annotate THREE choice books.

Discussion Assignment

Schoology will be used for the discussion assignment. Before the first AP Lit class of the year, students are expected to write THREE reflections. ONE will be in response to the discussion question of their choice in regards to *The Nightingale* by Kristin Hannah (discussion questions will be posted prior to the beginning of the summer); ONE will be responding to another student’s response to *The Nightingale*; and ONE will be an argument for why their choice novels should be read by other students in the Villa community.

To receive full credit, your posts should be at least 250 words long per reflection. Your third response should be about 500 words long since you are referring to three different texts. Your responses should be well-organized and contain a balance between generalization and specific detail. You should use the same standards for spelling and grammar that you would in any assignment for a class. **Due date: PRINTED COPIES of the Schoology assignments are due the first AP Literature class of the year.**

Graded Discussion

Students will refer to their PRINTED reflections and annotations during a facilitated graded discussion on the first AP Literature class of the semester. Students who do not have their copies of their books or their PRINTED reflections will automatically lose 5 points per missing material, as this first discussion will be technology free.